Two modifications of the Wilcoxon test for symmetry about the sample median are proposed and their large sample distribution theory derived. Their Pitman efficacies against contamination in the right tail are obtained. Both the asymptotic results and a Monte Carlo study show that the procedures are more powerful than the Wilcoxon test about the median against many asymmetric alternatives while preserving its robustness of level shown by Antille & Kersting (1977).
INTRODUCTION
The availability of robust estimators of the location parameter, 9, for families of symmetric distributions (Andrews et al., 1972, pp. 5, 6) highlights the need for tests of symmetry when 6 is unknown. For this we desire a test which is approximately distribution free for a large class of symmetric densities rather than a goodness-of-fit test.
Nonparametric tests about an estimated 6 are a class of potentially suitable tests. When 9 is estimated by the sample mean, however, Gastwirth (1971) and M. E. B. Owens in a George Washington University thesis showed that the tests lose their distributionfree character. Later, Antille & Kersting (1977) found that the asymptotic variance of the Wilcoxon test about the sample median did not vary greatly over a wide family of symmetric densities, while Monte Carlo results of R. W. Resek, in an unpublished conference paper, showed that this test had low power. The present article presents two modifications, similar to those of Gastwirth (1965) , of the Wilcoxon test about the median which place more weight on the portion of the sample which is affected by the asymmetry. The level of the modified tests is as robust as the original one while their power was larger against most asymmetric alternatives examined.
The test statistics are defined in § 2 and their asymptotic properties are given in § 3. The results of a Monte Carlo study showed that the tests improved on the Wilcoxon but are not so powerful as a test of normality as the one using y Jb 1 . The details of the proofs and the simulation which are omitted from the article are given in a technical report by the present authors.
FORMAL STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM AND THE TEST STATISTICS
The problem is to test whether a density function/(x) is symmetric about an unknown median or is skew. The primary alternative is skewness resulting from contamination in the right tail. If F(x) denotes the cumulative distribution function and v its median, then we are testing the null hypothesis
If we let f 0 = F' o , symmetric about v, the alternative considered has a density where f x is a density with location parameter \i > v.
To define the test statistics we fix p (0 < p < 1, q = 1 -p) and introduce the following notation for quantiles of interest and related parameters If we let X lt ...,X N with N = 2n+l be a random sample from F(x) and X (l) , ...,X (N) be the ordered sample, the sample quantiles corresponding to v, r\ and £ are M n = X (B + 1) , X (n9+1) and X iN _ nq) respectively, where we treat nq as an integer to avoid unnecessary notational complexity.
The first statistic is a modified Wilcoxon test in the form considered by Antille & Kersting (1977) . If we let
..,nq and define x( u ) to be 1, ^ or 0 according as u is less than, equal to or greater than zero, this statistic is This statistic compares the upper \q fraction of the data with the lower ^q fraction. Another way of focusing on this portion of the data is based on the distance between these order statistics and the median. Formally, we define If we consider the Y"s and Z"a as one sample and let R t , ...,R H and R n + 1 R 2n denote the ranks of the Y"s and Z"s, respectively, the general linear rank statistic for symmetry (Hajek & Sidak, 1967, p. 108; Jureckova, 1971 
ASYMPTOTIC PROPERTIES OF THE MODIFIED WILCOXON TESTS
In this section we obtain the asymptotic distributions and Pitman efficacies of both modifed versions of the Wilcoxon test statistic. The null distribution F will be assumed to be symmetric about zero because the statistics T and S are both translation invariant.
To obtain the limit law of T N , define 
The theorem is proved by arguing conditionally on the normalized sample quantiles -^(Bfl + i) ar >d X^-^ and removing the conditioning. The details are given in the original report.
The asymptotic efficacy of tests based on T N in (21) against contamination alternatives F e = (1 -e)F 0 + eF 1 (0 < e < 1) is obtained by differentiating /i 1 (e) = Hi(F t ) and noting that o\{e) = o\ (F t R£i is the rank of \X t -A|, and a N (i) = <j>{i/(N + 1)}, where A = 3f w , the sample median. The asymptotic null distribution of any rank test statistic of symmetry of the form (32) about the sample median is obtained by using the Bahadur (1966) representation of the sample median in conjunction with the methods of Hajek & Sidak, (1967) and is given in Theorem 2. 
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where where ( satisfies \f(x)dx = %q, with the integral over (£, oo). The cases q = 1 correspond to the original Wilcoxon test with centre estimated by the median. The asymptotic variance of «S in one-fourth that of T due to different normalizations. Similarly, the asymptotic variance of the version analysed by Antille & Kersting (1977) is one-sixteenth of that of T.
The limiting efficacy of S N against contamination alternatives is given by ^2(Q) 2 lo\{fi), where r oo [{l-2F 1 Table 1 gives the null asymptotic variances; the modified tests are robust in level. Pitman asymptotic efficacies of these modified tests under contamination of the above symmetric densities f o (x) by a~x fo{(x -n)/o} were computed for selected \i and a and the modifications were seen to improve the performance in many cases. Details are given in the original report.
MONTE CARLO STUDY
This section summarizes a Monte Carlo study which showed that asymptotic properties of the modified tests hold for moderate sample sizes. Our study was based on 1000 independent samples of 101 observations from each of the symmetric densities (or alternatives). Motivated by the research of Doksum, Fenstead & Aaberge (1977) and R. W. Resek we also included the following tests: with q = 004 and q = 001. As the null distributions of both modified tests and J depend on the underlying density functions, we estimated the density and integrals (3-1) and (33) using the uniform kernel (Tapia & Thompson, 1978, p. 54) .
The major findings of our study were as follows.
(a) The David-Johnson test is not robust in level and should not be regarded as a test of symmetry. It is a powerful test of normality.
(b) The classical test, ^/t^was level robust in samples of 25, 50 and 101 when the density had several moments, but not for Cauchy data. It had high power, see Table 2 , against %\ 0 , log normal and the contamination alternatives when the underlying density was 'near normal', for example t 7 , logistic. (c) The modified tests, S and T, increased the power of the Wilcoxon test about the median but were not as powerful as s Jb l against the contamination alternatives when the underlying density was 'near' normal.
Therefore, in sample sizes of 100 or more, when one is willing to assume the existence of several moments, N /6 1 is a reliable test of symmetry against skewed or contaminated alternatives. As general tests of symmetry the modified Wilcoxon tests have a greater degree of level robustness for the densities typically considered, but are not as powerful as yjb^ over the smaller class of densities for which it is level robust. This research was supported by the National Science Foundation.
